
 

 
 
“ What you are is God’s gift to you – 
What you make of yourself is your gift to God. “ 
 
 
 
Thank you for your interest in realtime captioning for places of worship.  We hope you 
will find our information helpful.  Please feel free to copy and print anything that will 
help you in the rewarding endeavour of captioning for your church. 
 
If you have any questions or you have any information which you feel would be useful to 
include in this website, please email it to us and we will happy to consider your request. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
“The Captioning Team” 
New Life Church 
824 Thompson Road S., 
Milton, Ontario 
Canada 
L9T 2X5 
Phone:  905.878.3358 
E-mail:  info@captioningtheword.com 





Here are two websites you might find helpful:  
 
www.studylight.org/dic/hbd/#TopofPage  
www.cnm-vra.com/essays/kjvglossary 
 
A book that we have used time and again over the years is the 
Illustrated Dictionary of the Bible, Herbert Lockyer, Sr., Editor, which 
has over 5,500 encyclopedic entries and as well has the 
pronunciations of many of the words.   
 
You also might want to use a Bible with large print, as it is easy to 
follow along when captioning chapter and verse. 
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BIBLICAL DICTIONARY  
 
- submitted by Denise Agard; Joanne Anderson, RPR; 
Phyllis Doel, RPR; Pat Gardiner, CRI; Diane LeBlanc; 
Caroline Sebastian; Kathy Toy; Terry Wood, CRR, 
RPR. 
 
Whether this list gives you more words to put in your 
dictionary using your own steno theory, or the 
suggested steno gives you another way to write these 
words or the shortforms enable you to write faster, we 
hope this list will be of help. 
 
If you have benefitted from these entries, and you have 
entries of your own that you would like to share, please 
e-mail us your name and list of outlines so that we may 
put them in future articles for others to benefit from. 
 
Aaron  AEU/ROPB 
abandon PWAUPB 
Abba AB/PWA 
Abed-Nego AEU/PWED/TPHE/TKPWO 
Abel AEU/PWEL 
abhor AB/HOR 
abide AEU/PWAOEUD 
Abigail AB/TKPWAEUL 
abolish AB/HREURB 
abomination of desolation   PW-D 
Abraham PWR-PL 
Abram AB/RAPL 
Absalom AB/SA/HRUPL 
abstinence AB/STEUPBS 
abundance A/PWUPBS 
abundant A/PWUPBT 
abundantly A/PWUPBL 
abyss AEU/PWEUS 
Acts A*BGTS 
Adam AEU/TKAPL 
Adam and Eve AEFB 
admonition AD/PHOPBGS 
Adonijah AEU/TKO/TPHAOEU/SKWRA 
adorn AEU/TKORPB 
adversity AD/SRERS/TEU 
Aegean AEU/SKWRAOE/KWRAPB 
afflict AEU/TPHREUBGT 
affliction AEU/TPHR-BGS 


Agape AEU/TKPWAU/PAEU 
Agar AEU/TKPWAR 
agony AEU/TKPWOPB/KWREU 
Agrippa A/TKPWRIP/PA 
Ahab AEU/HAB 
alabaster AL/PWA*S/-R 
Alexandria AL/EBGS/APBD/RAOE/KWRA 
Alleluia AL/KWRA 
alliance AL/KWRAPBS 
alm AUPL 
almighty AUPLT 
Alpha AL/TPA 
altar AL/TAR 
Aliyah AU/HRAOE/AU 
Amalek APL/A/HREBG 
Amalekite APL/AL/KAOEUT 
ambassador APL/PWAS/TKOR 
amen AEPL 
Ammon AEU/PHOPB 
Amos AEU/PHOS 
Ananiah APB/TPHAOEU/KWRA 
Ananias and Sapphira   TPH*Z 
Ananias APB/TPHAOEU/KWRAS 
ancestor APB/SES/TOR 
anchor APB/KOR 
ancient APBG/KWREPBT 
Andrew APB/TKRAOU 
angel AEUN/SKWREL 
angelic AEUN/SKWREL/*EUBG 
Anglican APBG/KHRAPB 
anguish APB/TKPWEURB 
announce TPHOUPBS 
announcement TPHOUPLT 
anoint TPHOEUPBT 
Antichrist AEPBT/KRAO*EUS 
Antioch APBT/KWROBG 
apocalypse AEU/PAUBG/HREUPS 
Apocalyptic AEU/PAUBG/HREUP/TEUBG 
Apocrypha AEU/PAUBG/REU/TPA 
Apollos AEU/POL/HROS 
apostasy AEU/PO*S/SEU 
apostle POFL 
Apostle Paul P*P 
apostolic AEU/PAS/TOL/EUBG 
aqueduct ABG/TKUBGT 
Aquila A/KWEUL/A 
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Aquila and Priscilla   KW*P 
Aramaic ARPL/AEUBG 
Ararat AR/RAT 
arch AR/FP 
archaeologist ARBG/KWROLGS 
archaeology ARBG/KWROLG 
Archbishop ARPBLG/PWEURB\OP 
Arimathea ARM/THAOE/KWRA 
ark A*RBG 
Ark of the Covenant    R-FT 
Armageddon ARPL/TKPWED/TKON 
Armenia AR/PHEPB/KWRA 
armor AR/PHOR 
Aron Kodesh AU/RAUPB/KOE/TKERB 
arrow AR/ROE 
Artaxerxes ART/KPERS/SAOES 
Artemas ART/PHAS 
ascend AEU/SEPBD 
ascension AEU/SEPBGS 
Ash Wednesday ARB/W-ND 
Asia AEU/SHA 
Asian AEU/SHAN 
Assyria AEU/SAOER/KWRA 
Assyrian AEU/SAOER/KWRAPB 
astrologist AS/TROLGS 
astrology AS/TROLG 
astronomy AS/TROPB/PHEU 
atheist AEU/THAOE/*EUS 
Athenians AEU/THAOEPB/KWRAPB/-S 
Athens AEU/THEPBS 
atone AEU/TOEPB 
Augustine AUG/US/TAOEPB 
Augustus AUG/US/TUS 
Azariah AZ/A/RAOEU/KWRA 
 
Baal PWA*EUL 
Baal Zephon PWA*EUL/STKAOE/TPOPB 
Babel PWAEUBL 
Babylon PWAEB/HROPB 
Babylonian PWAEB/HROEPB/KWRAPB 
balm PWAUPL 
banish PWAPB/EURB 
banner PWAPB/ER 
banquet PWAPB/KWET 
baptism PWAP/T*EUFPL 
baptismal tank PW-T 


Baptist PWAP/T*EUS 
baptize PWAP/TAOEUZ 
Bar Mitzvah PWAR/PHEUTS/SRAU 
Bat Mitzvah PWAUT/PHEUTS/SRAU 
Barabbas PWA/RAB/PWAS 
Barnabas PWARPB/PWUS 
Bartholomew PWAR/THOL/PHAOU 
Bartimaeus PWART/PHAEU/US 
Bathsheba PWA*T/SHAOE/PWA 
Baruch Adonai PWAR/RAOUBG/AU/TKOE/TPH        


EU 
beast PWAO*ES 
Beelzebub PWAOE/EL/STKEU/PWUB 
belief PWHRAOEF 
believe PWHRAOEFB 
believer PWHRAOEFR 
Belshazzar PWEL/SHAZ/AR 
Belteshazzar PWELT/SHAZ/AR 
benediction PWEPB/TK-BGS 
Benjamin PWEPB/SKWRA/PHEUPB 
Berakhah PWRAU/KAU 
Berea PWE/RAOE/AU 
Bethany PW*ET/TPHEU 
Bethel PW*ET/-L 
Bethesda PW*ET/STKA 
Bethlehem PW*ET/HEPL 
Beulah PWAOU/HRA 
Bible PWAOEUBL 
biblical PWEUBL 
Bimah PWAOE/PHAU 
Bishop PW-RB 
blameless PWHRAEUPL/-LS 
blaspheme PWHRAS/TPAOEPL 
blasphemer PWRAS/TPEPL/ER 
blasphemous PWHRAS/TPEPL/OUS 
blasphemy PWHRAS/TPEPL/KWREU 
bless PWHRES 
Boaz PWO/AZ 
bosom PWAOS/OPL 
branch PWRAPB/-FP 
bread PWRAED 
breastplate PWR*ES/PHRAEUT 
breath PWR*ET 
breathe PWRAO*ET 
brethren PWR*ET/REPB 
bride PWRAOEUD 
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bridegroom PWRAOEUD/TKPWRAOPL 
brimstone PWREUPL/STOEPB 
bronze PWROPBZ 
brother PWRO*T/-R 
Buddhist PWAOUD/*EUS 
Buddhism PWAOUD/EUFPL 
bulletin PWUL/TEUPB 
bulrush  PWUL/RURB 
burden PW-RD 
burial PWUR/KWRAL 
burning bush PW-B 
burnt PWURPBT 
bury PWUR/KWREU 
bushel PWURB/-L 
 
Caesar SAOEZ/-R 
Caiaphas KAOEU/TPUS 
Cain KA*EUPB 
caldron KAL/TKROPB 
Caleb KAEU/HREB 
calf KAFL 
calm KAUPL 
Calvary KAL/SRAER 
camel KAPL/-L 
Cana KAEUPB/A 
Canaan KAEU/TPHAPB 
Canaanite KAEUPB/TPHAOEUT 
candle KAPBD/-L 
candlelight KAPBD/HRAOEUT 
Canon KA/TPHOPB 
Canonical KA/TPHOPB/KAL 
cantata KAPB/TA/TA 
Capernaum KAP/ER/TPHUPL 
captive KAP/TEUFB 
captivity KAP/TEUFT 
caravan KAR/SRAPB 
carnal KARPBL 
carpenter KARP/TER 
catechism KAT/KEUFLP 
cathedral KA*T/TKRAL 
Catholic KA*T/HREUBG 
census KREPB/SUS 
centurion SEPB/TUR/KWROPB 
Cephas SAOE/TPUS 
Chaldean KAL/TKAOE/UPB 
chapel KHAP/-L 


chaplain KHAP/HRAEUPB 
chapter KH-PT 
chariot KHAR/KWROT 
chaste KHA*EUS 
chastisement KHAS/TAOEUS/-PLT 
cherub KHER/UB 
cherubim KHER/U/PWEUPL 
Christ KRAO*EUS 
Christ Jesus KR-PBLG 
Christendom KR*EUS/-PB/TKOPL 
Christian KRAEPB 
Christianity KRAEPBT 
Christmas KR-PLS  
Chronicles KR-PBLS 
church KH-FP 
circle SAOEURL 
circumcise SEUR/KUPL/SAOEUZ 
circumcision SEUR/KUPL/SEUGS 
citadel SEUT/TKEL 
Colossians KHRAUGS/-S 
commandment KAPLT 
commentator KPH-R 
communion KPL-PB 
condemn KOPB/TKEPL 
condemnation KOPB/TKEPL/TPHAEUGS 
confess KOPB/TPES 
confession KOPB/TPEGS 
confirmation KOPB/TPEUR/PHAEUGS 
congregant KOPB/TKPWRAPBT 
congregation KOPB/TKPWRAEUGS 
conquer KOPBG/-R 
conqueror KOPBG/RER 
consecrate KOPBS/KRAEUT 
Constantinople KOPB/STAPB/TEUPB/OEP/-L 
Corinth KOR/*EUPBT 
Corinthian KR-PB 
Corinthians KR-PBS 
Cornelius KOR/TPHAOEL/KWRUS 
cornerstone KR-S 
countenance KOUPBT/TPHEPBS 
covenant KOFB/TPHAPBT 
covet KOFT 
covetous KOFT/OUS 
create KRAET 
creation KRAEGS 
creator KRAET/-R 
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Crete KRAOET 
crossroads KR-DZ  
crown KROUPB 
crucifix KR-FBGS 
crucifixion KR-FGS 
crucify KR-F 
crusade KRAOU/SAEUD 
Cyrene SAOEU/RAOEPB 
Cyrus SAOEU/RUS 
 
Daniel TKAPBL  
Damascus TKAPL/SKUS 
Darius TKA/RAOEU/US 
David TKAEUFD 
David and Bathsheba   TKAEBS 
David and Goliath   TKA*LT 
deacon TKAOE/KOPB 
death TK*ET 
Deity TK-T 
Delilah TKE/HRAOEU/HRA 
deliver TKHREUFR 
deliverance TKHREUFRPBS 
demon TKE/PHOPB 
denomination TK-PLGS 
descend TKAOE/SEPBD 
descendant TKAOE/SEPB/TKAPBT 
desecrate TKES/KRAEUT 
destiny TK*ES/TPHEU 
Deuteronomy TK-RPL 
devil TKAOEFL 
diocese TKAOEU/SAOEZ 
disciple TK-L 
discipleship TK-L/SH-P 
disobedience TKEUS/PW-PBS 
dissension TK*EUS/SEPBGS 
divine TKEU/SRAOEUPB 
divinity  TKEUFPB/TEU 
doctrine TKOBG/TREUPB 
Dolorosa TKOL/ROS/A 
donkey TKOPB/KEU 
dove TKOFB 
doxology TKOBGS/OLG 
drought TKROUGT 
drunkenness TKRUPBG/TPH-S 
dungeon TKUPB/SKWROPB 
Dvar Torah TKAU/SRAR/TOE/RAU 


dwelling TKWELG 
 
eagle AOEG/-L 
earth *ERT 
east AO*ES 
Easter AO*ES/ER 
Easter Sunday AO*EPBD 
Ecclesiastes K-S 
ecumenical EBG/AOU/PHEPB/KAL 
ecumenism EBG/AOU/PHEPB/EUFPL 
Eden AOE/TKEPB 
Edom AOE/TKOPL 
Egypt SKWR-PT 
Egyptian SKWR-PGS 
El Shaddai EL/SHA/TKAOEU 
elder ELD/ER 
Elijah HR-PBLG 
Elisha HR-RB 
Elizabeth ELZ/PW*ET 
Elohim EL/OE/HAOEPL 
emancipate AOE/PHAPBS/PAEUT 
emblem EPL/PWHREPL 
Emmanuel AOE/PHAUPBL 
Emmaus EPL/PHAEU/US 
emperor EPL/PROR 
empire EPL/PAOEUR 
empower EPL/POUR 
enemy EPB/PHEU 
enmity EPB/PHEUT 
Enoch AOE/TPHOBG 
Ephesian TP/GS 
Ephesians TP/GS/-S 
Ephesus EF/SUS 
Ephraim AOE/TPRAPL 
Ephron AOE/TPROPB 
Epicurean EP/KAOUR/KWRAPB 
Epiphanes AOE/PEUF/TPHAOEZ 
Episcopal AOE/PEUS/KPAL 
epistle AOE/PEUS/-L 
Esau AOE/SAU 
Essenes ES/SAOEPBS  
Esther *EFT/-R 
eternal T-RPBL 
eternity T-RPBT 
ethereal AOE/THAOERL 
Ethiopia AO*ET/OEP/KWRA 
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Ethiopian AO*ET/OEP.KWRAPB 
Euchrist AOUBG/R*EUS 
eulogy AOULG 
eunuch KWRAOU/TPHUBG 
Euphrates KWRAOU/TPRAEU/TAOES 
evangelical SR*L 
evangelist SR*EUS 
evangelistic SR*BG 
Eve AOEFB 
everlasting -FR/HRA*S/-G 
evermore -FR/PHOER 
evil AOEFL  
excelsis deo EBGS/HREUS/TKAEU/OE 
exile EBG/SAOEUL 
Exodus KP-Z 
Ezekiel STK-L 
Ezra EZ/RA       
 
faith TPA*EUT  
faithful TPAEUFL 
fallow TPAL/HROE 
false prophet TP-P 
famine TPAPL/EUPB 
Father TPA*URT 
fatling TPAT/HREUPBG 
fattened TPAT/-PBD 
feareth TPAOER/*ET 
feast TPAO*ES 
feeble TPAOEBL 
Felix TPAOEL/EUBGS 
fellowship TPEL/SH-P 
festival TP*ES/SRAL 
fidelity TPAOEU/TKEL/EU/TEU 
fiery TPAOEUR/KWREU 
firmament TPEURPL/PHEPBT 
firstborn TP-B 
firstfruit TP-FT 
flask TPHRAS/-BG 
flax TPHRABGS 
fleece TPHRAOES 
flood TPHRAOD 
flute TPHRAOUT 
foe TPOE 
foretold TP-R/TOLD 
forever TPR-FR 
forgive TP-R/TKPWEUF 


forgiven TPREUFPB 
forgiveness TP-R/TKPWEUF/TPH-S 
fornication TPORPB/KAEUGS 
forsake TP-R/SAEUBG 
forsaken TP-R/SAEUBG/-PB 
frankincense TPRAPBG/SEPBS 
fundamental TPUPBD/PHEPB/TAL 
funeral TPAOUPB/RAL 
furlong TPUR/HROPBG 
furrow TPUR/OE 
 
Gabriel TKPWAEUB/RAL 
Gad TKPWAD 
Galatia TKPWAL/SHA 
Galatians TKPWAL/SHAPBS 
Galilean TKPWAL/AOE/KWRAPB 
Galilee TKPWAL/HRAOE 
Gamaliel TKPWAPL/HRAOEL 
Garden of Eden TKPW-D 
garden tomb TKPW-PL 
Gates of Jerusalem TKPW-PBLG 
Gaza TKPWAZ/A 
genealogy SKWRAOELG 
generation SKWREPB/RAEUGS 
Genesis SKWREPB/SEUS 
Gentile SKWREPB/TAOEUL 
Gershon TKPWER/SHOPB 
Gethsemane TKPWES/EPL/TPHAOE 
Gideon TKPWEUD/KWROPB 
Gilead TKPWEUL/KWRAD 
Gilgal TKPWEUL/TKPWAL 
gird TKPWEURD 
glorify TKPWHROER/TPAOEU 
glorious TKPWHROER/KWROUS 
glory TKPWHROER/KWREU 
glutton TKPWHRUT/-PB 
gnash TPHA*RB 
gnat TPHA*T 
goad TKPWOED 
goat TKPWOET 
goatskin TKPWOET/SKEUPB 
goblet TKPWOB/HRET 
God TKPWO*D 
Godhead TKPWOD/HAED 
godliness TKPWOD/LEU/TPHES 
godly TKPWOD/HREU 
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goeth TKPWO*ET 
Gog TKPW-G 
Golgotha TKPWOL/TKPWO*T/A 
Goliath TKPWOL-AO*EUT 
Gomer TKPWOPL/ER 
Gomorrah TKPWOPL/RA 
Good Friday TKPW-F 
goodness TKPWAOD/TPH-S  
Goshen TKPWORB/-PB 
gospel TKPW-P 
gothic TKPWO*T/EUBG 
gourd TKPWOURD 
governor TKPWOFB/TPHOR 
grace TKPWRAEUS 
grateful TKPWAEUFL 
graveclothes TKPWRAEUFB/KHRO*ET/-S 
graven TKPWRAEUFB/-PB 
Grecian TKPWAOERB/-PB 
Greece TKPWRAO*ES 
Greek TKPWRAOEBG 
grief TKPWRAOEF 
guardian TKPWAURD/KWRAPB 
 
 
Habakkuk HAB/KUBG 
Hades HAEU/TKAOEZ 
Haftarah HAUF/TOE/RAU 
Hagar HAEUG/-R 
Haggai HAEUG/AOEU 
Hail Mary HA*EUL/PHA*ER 
hailstone HAEUL/STOEPB 
hallelujah HAL/KWRA 
Hananiah HAPB/TPHAOEU/KWRAU 
Hannah HAPB/TPHA 
Hanukkah H-BG 
harlot HAR/HROT 
hasten HAEUS/-PB 
hath HA*T 
haven HAEUFB/-PB 
heal HAEL 
hearken HARBG/-PB 
heathen HAO*ET/-PB 
heaven HEFB-PB 
Hebrew H-B 
Hebron HEB/ROPB 
heir HA*EUR 


hell HEL 
Hellenistic HEL/TPHEUS/TEUBG 
herald HERLD 
heresy HER/SEU 
heretic HER/TEUBG 
Hermes HER/PHAOES 
Herod H*ER/OD 
hewn HAOUPB 
Hezekiah HEZ/KAOEU/KWRA 
Hezron HEZ/ROPB 
hieroglyphics HAOEUR/TKPWHREUF/EUBGS 
Hittite HEUT/TAO*EUT 
Holocaust HOL/KA*US 
holiness H-PBS 
holy H-L 
Holy Ghost H-G 
Holy Spirit H-S 
homiletic HOPL/HRET/EUBG 
Horeb HOR/EB 
hosanna H-PB 
Hosea HOEZ/AU 
humanity HAOUPL/TEU 
humility HAOUPL/EUL/TEU 
hymn H*EUPL 
hypocrisy HEUP/OBG/REUS/KWREU 
 
Iconium AOEU/KOPB/KWRUPL 
idle AOEUD/-L 
idol AOEU/TKOL 
idolatry AOEU/TKOL/TREU 
Immanuel EUPL/PHAPB/AOUL 
immorality EUPL/PHOR/ALT 
immortality EUPL/PHORT/ALT 
incarnation EUPB/KAR/TPHAEUGS 
incense EUPB/SEPBS 
infinity EUPB/TPEUPB/TEU 
inherit EUPB/HAEURT 
inheritance EUPB/HAEURT/-PBS 
inn *EUPB 
innkeeper *EUPB/KAOERP 
inspiration EUPB/SPAOEUR/AEUGS 
intercession EUPB/TER/SEGS 
Isaac EUZ/ABG 
Isaiah EUZ/KWRA 
Iscariot EUS/KAR/KWROT 
Ishmael SPHAEL 
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Ishmaelite EURB/PHAEU/HRAOEUT 
Israel S-L 
Israelite S-LT 
 
Jacob SKWRAEU/KOB 
James SKWRAEUPLS 
Jehoiakim SKWRE/HOEU/U/KEUPL 
Jehoram SKWRE/HOR/APL 
Jehoshaphat SKWRE/HOS/TPAT 
Jehovah SKWRE/HOE/SRA 
Jehovah Elohim SKWRE/HOE/SRA/EL/OE/HAOEPL 
Jehovah-jireh
 SKWRE/HOE/SRA/SKWRAOEU/R
A 
Jehovah-nissi  SKWRE/HOE/SRA/TPHEUS/EU 
Jehovah-shalom SKWRE/HOE/SRA/SHAL/OEPL 
Jeremiah SKWR-RPL 
Jericho SKWRER/KOE 
Jeroboam SKWR-B 
Jerusalem SKWRAOPL 
Jesse SKWRES/KWREU 
Jesuit SKWREZ/AOUT/EUT 
Jesus SKWR-S 
Jesus Christ SKWR-BG 
Jethro SKWR*ET/ROE 
Jew SKWRAO*U 
Jewish SKWRAO*URB 
Jezebel SKWREZ/PWEL 
Job SKWROEB 
Joel SKWROEL 
John the Baptist SKWROPT 
Jonah SKWROEPB/A 
Jordan SKWROR/TKAPB 
Joseph SKWROE/SEF 
Josephus SKWROES/TPUS 
Joshua SKWRORB/WAU 
journey SKWROURPB/KWREU 
joy SKWROEU 
joyful SKWROEUFL 
jubilee SKWRAOUB/HRAOE 
Judah SKWRAOUD/A 
Judaism SKWRAOUD/AEU/EUFPL 
Judas SKWRUD/US 
Jude SKWRAOUD 
Judea SKWRUD/KWRA 
Judges SKWRUPBLGS 


judgment SKWRUPLT 
justice SKWRUS/TEUS 
justification SKWRUS/TEU/TP-BGS 
justify SKWR*US/TPAOEU 
 
Kadesh KA/TKERB 
Kashrut KARB/RAOUT 
Kiddush KEUD/TKEURB 
Kidron KEUD/ROPB 
kiln KEUL/-PB 
kindred KEUPB/TKRED 
king KEUPBG 
kingdom K-PL 
Kings KEUPBGS 
kinsman KEUPBS/PHAPB 
Kippah KAOE/PAU 
Kir KEUR 
knead TPHAO*ED  
kneel TPHAOEL 
Kosher KOE/SHER 
 
laden HRAEUD/-PB 
lamb HRAPL  
Lamb of God HR-G 
lame HRAEUPL 
lament HRAPLT 
Lamentations HRAPL/EPB/TAEUGS/-S 
lamp HRAPL/-P 
landowner HRAPBD/OEPB/ER 
lantern HRAPB/TERPB 
Laodicea HRAEU/A/TKAS/KWRA 
Laodicean HRAEU/A/TKAEUS/KWRUPB 
Latin HRAT/-EUPB 
law HRAU 
Lazarus HRAZ/RUS 
Leah HRAOE/KWRAU 
leaven HREFB/-PB 
legacy HREG/AES 
legion HRAOE/SKWROPB 
Lent HR*EPBT 
lentil HREPB/TEUL 
leper HREP/-R 
leprosy HREP/ROS/KWREU 
Levi HRAOE/SRAOEU 
Levite HRAOE/SRAOEUT 
Levitical HREFT/KAL 
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Leviticus HREFT/KUS 
levy HREFB/KWREU 
liar HRAOEUR 
liberate HREUB/RAEUT 
liberty HREUB/ER/TEU 
lie HRAOEU 
light HRAOEUGT 
lightning HRAOEUGT/-PBG 
linen HREUPB/-PB 
lintel HREUPB/TEL 
literal HREUT/RAL 
Liturgical HREU/TURPBLG/KAL 
liturgy HREUT/ER/SKWREU 
loaf HROEF 
loaves HROEFBS 
locust HROE/K*US 
loin HROEUPB 
loneliness HROEPB/TPH-S 
lonely HROEPB/HREU 
longsuffering HROPBG/SUFRG 
Lord HRORD 
Lord God HR-D 
Lord Jesus HR/PBLG 
Lord Jesus Christ  HR-BG 
Lord’s Day HRORD/TKAEU 
Lord’s Prayer HR-P 
Lord’s Supper HR-S 
Lot HRO*T 
love HROFB 
lovingkindness HROFG/KAOEUPBD/TPH*ES 
lowly HROE/HREU 
Lucifer HRUS/TPER 
Lucius HRAORB/US 
Luke HRAOUBG 
Luther HR*UT/-R 
Lutheran HR*UT/RAPB 
Lycaonia HREUBG/OEPB/KWRA 
Lycaonian HREUBG/OEPB/KWRAPB 
Lydia HREUD/KWRA 
lyre HRAO*EUR 
lyric HREUR/EUBG 
 
Maccabees PHABG/PWAOES 
Macedonia PHAS/TKOPB/KWRA 
Macedonian PHAS/TKOPB/KWRAPB 
Magdala PHAG/TKAL/A 


Magdalene PHAG/TKA/HRAOEPB 
Magi PHAEU/SKWRAOEU 
magnify PHAG/TPAOEU 
magnificent PHAG/TPHEUF/SEPBT 
Malachi PHAL/KAOEU 
manger PHAEUPBG/-R 
manna PHAPB/TPHA 
mansion PHAPBGS 
Mara PHAR/A 
maranatha PHAR/TPHA/THA 
Marcus PHAR/KUS 
Mark PHA*RBG 
marriage PHARPBLG 
martyr PHART/-R 
Mary PHA*ER 
Mary Magdelene  PH-PL 
Matins PHAT/EUPBS 
Matthew PHAUT 
Matthias PHA/THAOEU/US  
Maundy Thursday PHOPB/TKEU/THURS 
Mazel tov PHAUS/SEL/TAUF 
meditation PHED/TAEUGS 
Mediterranean PHED/TER/AEUPB/KWRAPB 
Medo-Persia PHAOED/PER/SHA 
meek PHAOEBG 
Melchizedek PHEL/KEUS/TKEBG 
memorial PHEPL/KWRAL 
memorize PHEPL/RAOEUZ 
memorization PHEPL/RAOEUGS 
memory PHEPL/REU 
Mennonite PHEPB/TPHAOEUT 
menorah PHEPB/RAU 
Mephibosheth PHE/TPEUB/OE/SH*ET 
mercy PHER/SEU 
Merry Christmas  PH-BG 
Mesopotamia PHE/SOP/TAEUPL/KWRA 
message PH-PBLG 
Messiah PHES/KWRA 
Messianic PHES/KWRAPB/EUBG 
Micah PHAOEU/KA 
Michael PHAOEUBG/-L 
Midian PHEUD/KWRAPB 
Midianite PHEUD/KWRAPB/AOEUT 
millennium PH-PBL 
minister PHEUPB/STER 
Minyan PHEUPB/KWRAPB 
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miracle PHEUR/KAL 
miraculous PHEURBG/HROUS 
Missal PHEUS/AL 
Mitzvah PHEUTS/SRAU 
Moab PHO/AB 
mock PHOBG 
Mohammed PHOE/HAPLD 
monk PHOPB/-BG 
Mordecai PHORD/KAOEU 
Mormon PHOR/PHOPB 
mortal PHOR/TAL 
Moses PH-Z 
mourn PHOURPB 
multitude PHULT/TAOUD 
musician PHAOUS/EUGS 
myrrh PH*EUR 
mystery PHEUS/TREU 
myth PH*EUT 
 
Naaman TPHAEU/PHAPB 
Nahum TPHAEU/HUPL 
Naomi TPHAEUPL/KWREU 
Naphtali TPHAF/TAL/KWREU 
Nathan TPHAEU/THAPB 
Nathanael TPHA/THAPB/KWRAL 
Nazareth TPHAZ/R*ET 
Nebuchadnezzar TPHEB/TPHEZ 
Nehemiah NAOEPL 
new covenant TPH-FT 
New Testament TPHUFPLT 
Nicene Creed TPHAOEU/KRAOEPB/KRAOED 
Nicodemus TPHEUBG/TKAOEPL/PHUS 
Nineveh TPHEUPB/SRA 
Ninevite TPHEUPB/SRAOEUT 
Noah TPHO*E/A 
Noel TPHO/*EL 
Numbers TPHURPLS 
 
O O*E 
oath O*ET 
Obadiah OEBD 
obedience PW-PBS 
obedient PW-PBT 
obituary OE/PWEUT/KWRAER 
obstacle OB/STABG/-L 
offering OFRG 


offertory OFR/TREU 
oil O*EUL 
ointment OEUPLT 
Old Testament OFPLT 
olive OL/EUFB 
Omega O/PHEG/A 
omnipotence OPH/TPHEUP/TEPBS 
omnipresence OPH/TPHEU/PREPBT 
omniscience OPH/TPHEUS/KWREPBS 
onyx OPB/EUBGS 
oppress OE/PRES 
oracle OR/KAL 
ordain OR/TKAEUPB 
ordinance ORD/TPHAPBS 
ordination ORD/TPHAEUGS 
organ OR/TKPWAPB 
organist OR/TKPWAPB/*EUS 
origin OR/SKWREUPB 
orphan OR/TPAPB 
orphanage OR/TPAPB/APBLG 
orthodox OR/THO/TKOBGS 
overcome OEFR/K-PL 
overthrown OEFR/THROUPB 
overwhelm OEFR/WEL/-PL 
ox OBGS 
oxen OBGS/-PB 
 
pagan PAG/-PB 
painful PAEUFL 
palace PAL/AS 
Palestine PAL/STAOEUPB 
papyrus PAP/RUS 
parable PAR/-BL 
paradise PAR/DAOEUS 
paralytic PAR/HREUT/EUBG 
paralyze PAR/HRAOEUZ 
parchment PAFP/PHEPBT 
pardon PAR/TKOPB 
pardonable PAR/TKOPB/ABL 
parish PAR/EURB 
participate PAEPT 
Pascha PAS/KA 
Paschal PAS/KEL 
passage PAS/APBLG 
passion PAGS 
passionate PARB/TPHAT 
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Passover PAS/KWROEFR 
pastor PAS/TOR 
pastoral PAS/TOR/AL 
path PA*UT  
Paul PA*UL 
peace PAES 
penance PEPB/A*PBS 
Pentecost PEFT 
Pentecostal PEFL 
Pentateuch PEPBT/TAOUK 
perdition PER/TKEUGS 
pergatory PERG/TOEUR 
perish PER/EURB 
persecution PERS/KAOUGS 
pestilence P*ES/HREPBS 
Peter PAOERT 
Pharaoh TPAEU/ROE 
Pharisee TPAEUR/SAOE 
Philemon TP-PL 
Philippi TPEUL/PAOEU 
Philippians TP-PBZ 
piano PAPB/KWRO 
pianist PAN/KWR*EUS 
pierce PAOERS 
piety PAOEU/TEU 
Pilate PAOEU/HRAT 
pilgrim PEUL/TKPWREUPL 
pilgrimage PEUL/TKPWREUPL/APBLG 
pillar PEUL/HRAR 
pious PAOEU/OUS 
plague PHRAEUG 
plentiful PHREFL 
Pontius POPBT/KWRUS 
Pontius Pilate P*P 
Pope POEP 
positive POS/TEUFB 
positively POS/TEUFL 
Potiphar POT/TPAR 
poverty POFR/TEU 
powerful PAUFL 
praise PRAEUZ 
pray PRAEU 
prayer PRAEUR 
prayerful PRAEUFL 
preacher PRAOEFP/ER 
precious PRERBS 


precipice PRES/PEUS 
Presbyterian PRES/PWEUT/RAPB 
priest PRAO*ES 
Priscilla PREUS/HRA 
privilege PREUFL 
Prodigal PROD/TKPWAL 
Prodigal Son P-S 
profanity PROF/APB/TEU 
profound PRO/TPOUPBD 
promiscuous PROPLS/KAOUS 
promise PROPLS 
prophecy PROF/SAOE 
prophesy PROF/SAOEU 
prophet PRAUFT 
prophetic PROF/ET/EUBG 
propitiate PRO/PEUFP/KWRAEUT 
propitiation PRO/PEUFP/KWRAEUGS 
prosper PROS/PER 
prosperity PROS/PER/TEU 
Protestant PROT/STAPBT 
Proverb PRO/SRERB 
Providence PRO/SREUD/-PBS 
Psalm SAUPL 
Psalmist SAUPL/*EUS 
pulpit PUL/PEUT 
punish PUPB/EURB 
punishment PUPLT 
purge PURPBLG 
purification PAOUR/TPEU/KAEUGS 
purity PAOUR/TEU 
 
quicken  KWEUBG/-PB 
 
rabbi RAB/PWAOEU 
rabbinical  RAB/PWEUPB/KAL 
Rachel RAEUFP/-L 
Rahab RAEU/HAB 
raiment RAEUPLT 
Rameses  RAPL/SAOES 
reach RAOEFP 
reap  RAOEP 
Rebekah RE/PWEBG/KA 
redeem RE/TKAOEPL 
redemption RE/TKEPLGS 
refrain RE/TPRAEUPB 
Rehoboam RAOE/PWOPL 
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reign RA*EUPB 
rejoice RAOE/SKWROEUS 
religion R-PBLG 
religious R-PBLGS 
remembrance REBS 
repent RAOE/PEPBT 
repentance RAOE/PEPBT/-PBS 
resurrection RES/REBGZ 
retribution RET/RIB/AOUGS 
reveal RAOE/SRAOEL 
Revelation R-FGS 
reverence REFB/REPBS 
reverend REFB/REPBD 
reverent REFB/REPBT 
revival RE/SRAOEUFL 
righteous R-FP 
righteousness R-FP/TPH-S 
risen R*EUFPB 
Roman ROEPL/PHAPB 
Roman Catholic R-BG 
Romans ROEPL/PHAPB/-S 
Rome RO*EPL 
Rosh Hashanah RORB/TPHA 
 
Sabbath SAB/PWA*T 
Sabbatical SAB/PWA*T/KAL 
sackcloth SABG/KHRO*T 
sacrament SABG/RAPLT 
sacrifice SABG/REU/TPAOEUS 
sacrificial SABG/TPEURBL 
Sadducees SAPBLG/SAOEZ 
saint SAEUPBT 
salvation SAL/SRAEUGS 
Samaria SAPL/AR/KWRA 
Samaritan SA/PHAR/TEUPB 
Samson SAPL/SOPB 
Samuel SAPL/KWRAOUL 
sanctification SAEUPBGS 
sanctify SAEUPBG/TPEU 
sanctimonious SAEUPBG/PHOPB/KWRUS 
sanctuary SAER 
sandal SAPB/TKAL 
Sanhedrin SAPB/HED/REUPB 
Sapphira SA/TPAOEUR/A 
Sarah SAR/RAU 
Satan SAEUT/-PB 


Saul SAUL  
Savior SA*EUFR 
scorn SKORPB 
scourge SKOURPBLG 
scriptural SKRIPT/RAL 
scripture SKR-PT 
scroll SKROEL 
seek SAOEBG 
selah SE/LA 
Semite SEPL/PHAOEUT 
Semitic SEPL/PHEUT/EUBG 
Sephardic SAOE/TPAR/TKEUBG 
seraphim SAEUR/TPEUPL 
sermon SER/PHOPB 
serpent SERP/-PBT 
servant SER/SRAPBT 
Shabbat SHAU/PWAUT 
Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-Nego 
 SPHAEBD 
shalom SHA/HROPL 
Shekinah SHE/KAOEUPB/A 
Shem SHEPL 
shepherd SHEP/HERD 
Shul SHAOL 
Siddur SEUD/-R 
Sidon SAOEU/TKOPB 
Silas SAOEUL/HRAS 
Siloam SAOEU/HROEPL 
Simeon SEUPL/AOE/OPB 
Simon SAOEU/PHOPB 
Simon of Cyrene SAOEUPL/KRAOEUPB 
Sinai SAOEU/TPHAOEU 
sinner SEUPB/-R 
sins SEUPB/-S 
Sodom SO/TKOPL 
Sodom and Gomorrah STK-RPL 
sojourn SO/SKWROURPB 
Solomon SOL/PHOPB 
sorrow SOR/ROE 
soul SOUL 
soul-winning SOUL/WEUPBG 
sovereign SOFRPB 
sow SO*E 
sparrow SPAR/ROE 
spirit SPEURT 
spiritual SPEURL 
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splendor SPHREPB/TKOR 
St. ST* 
Stations of the Cross S-RS 
Stephen STAOEFPB 
stewardship STE/WARD/SH*P 
suffer SUFR 
Sunday SUPBD 
swaddling SWAD/-LG 
swine SWAOEUPB 
synagogue SEUPB/GOG 
Syria SAOER/KWRA 
 
tabernacle TAB/ER/TPHABG/-L 
Tallit TAL/HRAOET 
Talmud TAL/PHUD 
Tamar TAEU/PHAR 
tarry TAER 
Tarsus TAR/SUS 
Tefillin TAU/TPAOEL/-PB 
temple TEM/PEL 
tempt TEPLT 
temptation TEPLT/AEUGS 
testament T-PLT 
testify T*ES/TPAOEU 
testimony T*ES/PHOEPB 
thankful THAFL 
Thanksgiving THAEUPBGS/TKPWEUFG 
theologian THAOE/HROPBLG/KWRAPB 
theology THAOELG 
Thessalonians THEZ 
thirst TH*EURS 
thou THO*U 
Timothy TEUPL/THEU 
tithe TAO*EUT 
throne THRO*EPB 
thunder THUPBD/-R 
thy THAO*EU 
Tigris TAOEU/TKPWREUS 
Titus TAOEUT/US 
tongue TOPBG 
Torah TOR/RA 
torment TORPLT 
tower TO*UR 
transcend TRAPBS/EPBD 
transfiguration TRAPBS/TPEUG/RAEUGS 
transform TRAPBS/TPORPL 


transgress TRAPBS/TKPWRES 
transgression TRAPBS/TKPWREGS 
treasure TR-RB 
trespass TRES/PAS 
tribulation TREUB/HRAEUGS 
Trinity TREUPB/TEU 
triumphant TRAOEU/TPAPBT 
trumpet TRUPL/PET 
Tyre TAO*EUR 
Tzedakah SAOE/TKAU/KAU 
 
unity KWR-PBT 
unleavened UPB/HREFB/EPBD 
unto OUPBT 
Uriah AOEUR/AOEU/A 
usher URB/-R 
 
Vatican SRAT/KAPB 
veil SRA*EUL 
Via Dolorosa SR/-D 
victory SREUBGT/REU 
vineyard SREUPB/KWRARD 
viper SRAOEUP/-R 
virgin SREUR/SKWREUPB 
Virgin Mary SR-PL 
vision VEUGS 
vow SROU 
 
wafer WAEUFR 
wail WAEUL 
wander WAPBD/-R 
weak WAEK 
weep WAOEP 
welcome W-BG 
wept WEPT 
widow WEUD/OE 
wilderness WEURPBS 
wisdom WEUS/TKOPL 
womb WAOPL 
wonder WOPBD/-R 
wondrous WOPBD/ROUS 
worship WOR/SHEUP 
wound WOUPBD 
 
Xerxes STKURBG/SAOEZ 
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Yahweh KWRAU/WAEU 
Yarmulke YAU/PHAOE/KAU 
Yasher Koach KWRAU/SHUR/KOE/EBG 
Yeshua  KWRE/SHAU 
Yom Kippur KWROPL/KEURP 
yonder KWROPBD/-R 
Yuletide KWRAOUL/TAOEUD 
 
Zacchaeus STKAOE/KAOE/US 
Zacharias STKABG/RAOEU/KWRUS  
zealot STKEL/OT 
Zechariah STK-BG 
Zephaniah STKEF/TPHAOEU/KWRA 
Zephon STKAOE/TPOPB 
 
 








 Did you know??? 
 
 


There are 28 million Deaf and hard-of-hearing  
people in North America. 


 
98% of the people with a hearing loss  


do not have a church home. 
 


The Deaf are the 4th largest  
unreached people group in the world. 


 
90% of people with hearing loss 


 do not use sign language. 
 


90% of the Deaf are born to hearing parents. 
Of those parents, 92% do not sign. 


 
Romans 10:14 -- "How, then, can they call on the one  


they have not believed in?  And how can they believe in the 
one of whom they have not heard?  And how can they hear 


without someone preaching to them?" 


HOW SHALL THEY HEAR? 
 
Submitted by Bernice Radavich, RDR, CRR, CPE, from Lemont, Ill.  
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Technical Overview of On-Site and Remote Captioning at 
Memorial Park Presbyterian Church 


Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania USA 
 


By 
 


Edgar Payne 
 


 Captioning of the 11 AM Sunday service at Memorial Park 
Church is performed using technology identical to the procedures 
employed by television networks. A stenocaptioner listens to the 
audio of the service and inputs the text into a stenograph machine. 
Skilled stenocaptioners are capable of transcribing well over 200 
words per minute with an error rate under one percent in addition to 
adding speaker ID’s and punctuation. The steno machine’s output is 
fed into a computer with software that translates the cryptic steno 
data into readable text, formatted to drive a caption encoder. The 
encoder’s output is connected to television screens for viewing by the 
hearing impaired audience. It is not necessary for the stenocaptioner 
to be on site, however there is additional equipment and the need for 
two telephone lines if the stenocaptioner is remote. Details of this will 
be outlined later in this document. An area should be dedicated for 
the captioning hardware located on site. Ideally, this should be near 
the caption display area with the captioner having a visual site line to 
the service’s presentation area. It may be advantageous for the 
captioner to have access to the program’s audio feed via 
headphones. Memorial park has an assistive listening system with 
wireless receivers and headsets for those who require it. The 
captioner, when on site, utilizes this system to provide a disturbance 
free program audio source. It is easy to be distracted by the sounds 
of restless children or coughing from those nearby. The 
stenocaptioner area should be located such as to not block an aisle 
while allowing access to the associated computer display, keyboard 
and steno machine.  
 
 I have provided a schematic flow chart to assist in the 
visualization of the captioning process. One half relates to on site 
captioning, while the remainder describes the remote access process 
and the telephone line connected devices. Also included are 
equipment lists as well as suppliers of the specialized hardware 
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required. Where applicable, manufacture and model number 
recommendations have been made based on their proven ability to 
work well at Memorial Park. Locating someone locally with the 
necessary skills to assist in the installation, configuration and ongoing 
maintenance of the captioning hardware will determine how smoothly 
the captioning of services progresses. There will always be little 
problems that arise from time to time, and having someone who is 
familiar with the system is key in resolving problems quickly. A switch 
on the encoder may have been changed by a curious child or a 
power outage may have reset some configuration in the computer 
causing a problem. The key to minimizing problems is to educate a 
few persons as to how the system operates and keep notes of past 
problems. Something as simple as having a few of the churches 
phone lines reconfigured can result in panic on Sunday morning 
when the captioner cannot access the encoder’s modem because 
another modem, internal to the church’s phone system is answering 
too.  
 
Equipment required for on-site only captioning: 
 
 Computer, minimum requirements determined by (real-time) 


captioning software package to be used. The machine must have 
available two RS-232 serial ports. One is for the steno 
machine’s data input, the other for caption data out to the encoder.  


 
 Real-time, captioning software and tech support for same if 


deemed necessary. 
 
 Caption Encoder or Caption Character Generator. A Character 


Generator (EEG model DE-241 CG) will suffice if only on-site 
captioning is planned. To allow remote access to a captioner a 
Caption Encoder (EEG model EN-370DTM) with modem is 
required. This device connects to the computer for inputting 
caption data and to the television for display of the captions over 
the aforementioned video source. The caption encoder Memorial 
Park utilizes has a built-in modem allowing the captioner remote 
access to the system. NOTE: If the captioning system was to be 
used only as a remote access system, the need for the on site 
computer and captioning software package goes away.  
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This saves considerable expense on site, however it then 
becomes necessary for the captioner remotely accessing the system 
to have a computer and captioning software at their location. The 
initial cost of this hardware (allowing remote access) is higher, it 
however allows for greater flexibility in scheduling captioners, as they 
can caption from home. Additionally, if the captioner is unable to get 
to the church due to bad weather or other situations, the service can 
still be captioned.  
 
 Video Source to display captions over. This is simply the blue 


screen output of a consumer VHS Video-cassette recorder. The 
VCR serves a dual purpose as it is available for tape playback for 
meetings in the room. Ideally, the background video would be a 
camera trained on the presenter of the service. If the service is 
already televised the feed from the camera provides the 
background video. 


 
 Video display device mounted for comfortable viewing by the 


audience. Memorial Park has a 32-inch consumer television 
mounted in a commercial mounting yoke. The TV is suspended 
from the wall between the sanctuary and a side annex. It is 
important to carefully position the television so the look angle is 
not too high to cause neck strain, while allowing for the maximum 
number of viewers. Reflections and glare from lights and windows 
need to be considered. The television must be positioned so the 
lower edges of the cabinet do not pose a problem for people 
walking through the area. A 32-inch television typically weighs 
around 100 pounds so I cannot overemphasize the need to ensure 
the bracket is adequate for the weight and the method of securing 
the bracket assembly to the building is sound. Threaded rods 
going completely through a structural wall or long lag bolts into 
support studs must be employed. It may be necessary to reinforce 
the area where the television is to be mounted. The cost of this 
may vary widely depending on the situation. Power and signal 
cables need to be routed to the television and concealed as 
necessary. The wiring for the AC power outlet should be 
performed by a licensed electrician. Taping an extension cord to 
the wall for an installation such as this may represent a code 
violation. 
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 Additional on site requirements for remote access: 
 
 Two telephone lines: The lines used for the captioning access 


must be standard phone lines. The digital phone systems utilized 
for office systems with multiple extensions will not work with the 
audio coupler or modem used for captioning. Many digital phone 
systems offer optional interfaces allowing the emulation of a 
conventional phone circuit. Memorial park utilizes line sharing for 
the caption lines with one being a counseling line and the other a 
modem or fax line from an office. The lines are only in use during 
the actual captioning of the service, however there are some 
procedures that must be adhered to prior to the service to insure 
the captioning equipment has access to the lines.  


 
 Telephone Audio Coupler: In order for the captioner to hear the 


service remotely the church’s public address feed is coupled into a 
device that puts the service’s audio on the line. Radio and 
television stations use these devices for remote broadcasts and 
the unit specified is called an Auto-Coupler. It will automatically 
connect the PA into the phone when its associated phone line 
rings. Upon disconnection or hang-up the Auto-Coupler resets 
awaiting the next call. 


 
 Procedure Guidelines: With a captioner remotely accessing the 


equipment each Sunday there is still the need for someone at the 
church to ensure the television and VCR are turned on in addition 
to the encoder and associated phone line auto coupler. The 
captioner can quickly tell if the auto coupler is working by dialing 
into it 15 to 20 minutes prior to the service. The encoder’s modem 
also relays a confirmation signal back to the remote captioner that 
it is connected and accepting data. A checklist was made for 
Memorial Park that is located by the captioning computer in the 
event of a question or problem. A copy of it is included in this 
document. 
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Hardware cost analysis:  
 
 Keep in mind that this information is based on estimates and 
will vary depending on your situation. The required computer 
hardware is pretty standard and may be on site already. To my 
knowledge all of the commercially available captioning software runs 
on a DOS or a Windows-based operating system. It’s recommended 
that the computer to be used for captioning be dedicated to that task. 
The potential for problems is greatly reduced if there are no other 
programs running on the system.  The computer and associated 
monitor/keyboard will require some sort of desk unit and a place to 
reside. These factors should be considered in the overall cost 
analysis. (N.B. – these figures may not be current.) 
 
Computer System: Monitor, keyboard, CD–ROM for loading 
software. Software purchased will dictate memory requirements. 
Estimate budget:  $ 1,000.00 
 
Real-time Captioning Software: Typically in the $ 3,000.00 range. 
 
VHS Video Cassette Recorder: For generating video source to 
overlay captions onto. $ 100.00. 
 
Caption Encoder or Caption Character Generator: If all captioning 
is to be on site the Character Generator, EEG model DE-352 CD, is 
less expensive costing around $ 1,200.00. To allow remote access to 
the system a Caption Encoder, EEG model EN-370DTM is required. 
This is equipped with an internal modem and costs around $3,000.00. 
Keep in mind that if remote only captioning is performed, the local (on 
site) computer and captioning software are not needed. The 
computer is in this situation provided remotely by your 
stenocaptioner. If your contracted stenocaptioner does not have 
captioning software it will need to be purchased.  
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Display Device, Television: This must be sufficiently large to allow 
good viewing by the audience and have a composite video input. In 
some situations more than one screen may be required. The addition 
of multiple screens may require a video distribution amplifier.  The 
mounting system for the televisions must also be considered. A 
commercial quality bracket to support the television can cost upwards 
of three hundred dollars. Television costs can vary widely as well as 
the quality of the image. Televisions with the flat face screen typically 
have lower glare from incident light sources.  I recommend that a 
name brand set be purchased. Estimate $ 400.00 to $ 700.00. 
 
Telephone Auto Coupler: The phone line must be available for 
dedicated use during the service and typically for a few minutes prior. 
Gentner’s model Auto Coupler is well suited for the task. The audio 
quality is excellent, it’s FCC certified and takes up little space. Cost is 
around $ 350.00. A telephone line is required to be routed to this 
devices location. Typically this device in the vicinity of the PA 
system’s cabinet. 
 


The most critical part of the equation is locating a skilled steno 
captioner. The hardware is easy to locate and install. There is a 
critical shortage of people with real-time captioning skills.  
 


Once a captioner is located their ability to prepare for a service 
by adding any odd proper names into their caption dictionary as well 
as pre-scripting of hymns will greatly increase the accuracy of the 
captioned service. The weekly church bulletin is faxed or E-mailed to 
the captioner prior to the service. When possible the text of the 
sermon and choir music is also provided.  
 
 If the Stenocaptioner is located remotely their requirements will 
include a minimum of three phone circuits, a computer and 
external modem, steno machine, and telephone audio coupler with 
associated audio amplifier. One of the phone circuits can be a cell 
phone and a fax machine is also helpful for obtaining preparation 
information. Any Stenocaptioner currently engaged in contract work 
for captioning companies should have the required remote setup 
configuration. The external modem is preferred allowing the captioner 
a means of monitoring the connection status of the caption data line. 
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 Additional resources: 
 
Hardware Manufacturers and Distributors: 
 
EEG Enterprises, Inc.: Manufacture of caption encoders and 
character generators. Sells direct to end user. 
  EEG Enterprises, Inc. 


586 Main Street 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 


  516/293-7472 voice   
  516/293-7417 fax 
  www.eegent.com 
 
GENTNER: Manufacture of telephone audio interfaces. Sells only 
through distributors. Their web site has information on contacting a 
dealer. It pays to call more than one as some will provide discounts 
from the suggested list price. 
 
  www.gentner.com 
 
TecNec Catalog: Supplier of television mounts and a broad range of 
broadcast audio and video supplies. Catalog provides an excellent 
reference resource on available hardware for various audio/video 
needs. 
 


  Griffiths Broadcast Company 
  45 Barnum Road 
  Danbury, CT 06811 
  203/746-3231  
 
 
 
 
 
Software Resources: I am not in a position to recommend software at 
this time. Your Stenographer should specify the software they are 
comfortable with and verify if it will interface with the on site 
hardware. The Closed Caption Web provides links to all major 
suppliers of software. 
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Web Sites: The CAPTIONING WEB, represents the best source I 
have found to research any aspect of closed captioning. From 
technology to legislation. There are dozens, possibly hundreds of 
links to any captioning resource you may need. All of the hardware 
suppliers mentioned are accessible through this site with detailed 
information on the products mentioned.  
  
  www.captions.org 
 
 
 
 


I hope this information has answered the majority of your 
questions regarding the captioning of church services. If I can be of 
any further assistance please call me at 412/486-1702, or e-mail to 
epayne3804@aol.com.  Please include a reference to captioning in 
your e-mail header if I do not have your e-mail address on file, as I 
sometimes delete e-mail from unknown origins. 
 
Thank you and good luck in your endeavor,  
 
 
 
 
Edgar Payne 








My name is John Ford. I am a profoundly deaf person 
who uses speech, not sign language, to communicate. 
I now go to New Life Church in Milton, Ontario, 
Canada. I used to be hard of hearing, but my hearing 
deteriorated to the point that I could no longer get 
anything out of any public meeting even with all the 
best hearing aids and technical assistive devices. 
Church services were one of the kinds of meetings I 
found myself not wanting to go to. I come from a 
fairly active and involved church background, so it 
was not just a case of never really having been 
involved. 
 
I am a Bible College grad who spent three years in the 


service of our home mission board doing youth work with violent young offenders and have 
always been deeply involved at the local church level. I have done my share of Sunday School 
teaching and superintending, youth group sponsoring, church camp directing and sitting on 
church and inner-city mission boards. 
 
By the time my hearing went down to near its current level, I found that the stress and frustration 
of attending services just did not justify my effort. I knew very well the important value of 
corporate worship, but after a few months of leaving the church each Sunday so burned out that I 
was not able to function afterward, I just gave up. We went for Christmas and Easter kind of 
thing. Then it dawned on me that I could not even figure out which version of my favourite 
hymns were being sung and I felt so awful it spoiled Christmas. 
 
I did not even bother going for about five years and it did not take too long for my personal 
Christian walk to falter without the worship service. My life was a mess. I became involved with 
several organizations that advocated for deaf and hard of hearing issues and sort of transferred 
the energy I had been putting into church work to this cause to find some fulfillment. I was 
providing the technical sound system to a weekend meeting at a local hospital [using the same 
PA system and microphones that I had used for youth coffee house ministries and such] when I 
happened to have coffee with the volunteer captionist who was captioning the meeting. 
 
In the course of feeling self-pity for the lack of any real action in my life, I mentioned to her 
about how wonderful it would be if some church would caption their services. I think I actually 
asked how much it would cost to hire her for, say, one Sunday a month? I had tried to interest 
several large churches in Toronto [the largest city in Canada] but none were that willing to reach 
out to the deaf and hard of hearing. 
 
I can only say that it was divine leading that brought the two of us together that day because this 
wonderful captionist also did volunteer captioning one Sunday a month for a little church in 
Milton. Milton is some 60 kilometers [40 miles] away from where I lived. I drove out one 
Sunday to see what it was like and the rest is history. Oh, WOW!  What a Revelation! It was like 
a full technicolor conversion all over again. [I guess in a way it was!] There were tears running 







down my face as, for the first time in over a decade, I could follow a hymn. I actually knew what 
the preacher was talking about! 
 
For the last few years that I attended church, I was never able to follow the sermon. Do you 
know what it is like to sit there for 40 minutes and try to look intelligent and try to figure out 
when people will chuckle and so on? I used to read the passage that the sermon was based on and 
then try to figure out how I might have dealt with the same verses. There are very definite limits 
to preaching to yourself. 
 
For the next couple years we drove 120 kilometers round trip each Sunday in all kinds of 
weather to get to the only captioned church in the country. My wife is hard of hearing and she 
also benefits from the captions. My teenage daughter jumped in with both feet to work in the 
Sunday School and camp program. Last fall we decided to find a home out near the church and 
sell our home in Toronto. 
 
Simply put, the fact that the church is captioned has given us the lease on life and renewal of 
faith that turned us around. We are involved in the captioning ministry helping to encourage 
others to come, and trying to develop a better way to display captioning in churches that will 
reduce the technical headaches and cost of equipment. We are advocating for more churches and 
more church special events to be captioned. Have you ever sat through a foreign language church 
service without having a clue of what was going on? That is what we had before. Then came 
captioning and the light was turned back on in our lives. 
 
I cannot encourage you enough about this. It is a very important form of ministry and outreach. 
Statistics tell us that only something like 2% of deaf and profound loss of hearing North 
Americans even have a church home. Given that a fair percentage of those 2% are elderly people 
who are three times as likely to be church attendees as the average North American, that gives 
you a frightening picture of where the 98% are at. According to a leading North American 
hearing aid manufacturer, 4% of North Americans have a hearing loss of sufficient severity that 
it negatively impacts their day to day life.  That is a lot of people!  How many of them can your 
church toss out with the trash because you are not accessible?  
 
Did you know that the majority of the hard core movies on the late night pay-per-view cable 
channels are captioned? Why does Playboy Channel think they need to have captioned movies? 
Is the message that our churches have to offer less important to the population than the 
perversion of those movies? It is a well known fact in TV advertising that people retain far more 
of the information that they both see and hear than they do of either sense alone. That is why 
commercials are always flashing up words about the product while they tell you about it. They 
know you are more likely to remember their brand of detergent or cereal if they put the words for 
the product up as well. We have a message about a relationship with the one and only living God 
that we certainly want people to remember which church He is worshiped in. 
 
If you start to caption your services, who will come? To be honest, it is unlikely that busloads of 
deafies will arrive the next week. There are almost certainly people involved in your church that 
will benefit. Or people who would have been there if they had not burned out and left when their 
hearing started to fail. Start captioning a service and you will not see the next frustrated ones 







leave because it was not accessible. Others will come back slowly. People who have language 
problems also benefit. Children follow it and improve their reading. [If improving children's 
reading does not seem like a worthy church goal, think about what they are reading...the Bible 
passages and messages from the pulpit...not violence and smut.] 
 
Even if there is only one person sitting there soaking up your captions, that should be enough. 
Go look up the Bible passage that tells us that Jesus as the Good Shepherd counted 99 sheep into 
the fold and closed up the gate and went out into the night seeking the one that was lost. Just one. 
He did not try to satisfy any bean counters that want to see results and best value for the effort 
extended. One, just one. That should be enough if that is what we have. There was a cute little 
saying a few years ago that anyone can count the seeds in an apple, but only God can count the 
apples in a seed. One, just one. Can we really expect better numbers than the Lord Himself? 
Jesus was willing to go out to find just one that was lost. 
 
As far as the captioning ministry at New Life Church is concerned, I kind of feel like I have 
'sheep number 100' branded behind my ear. They ministered with their little shorthand machines 
and I was found and returned to the fold. If it worked for me, it will work for others, too. If it 
worked for New Life Church, it will work for your church, too. 
 
If I can be of any help in any way, please do not hesitate to e-mail me. This is just too important 
an aspect of His work to put off. There will be scoffers and negative feelings. If I can help fend 
them off, let me know and I will bury them in words of encouragement and positive proof that 
this is a viable ministry. 
 
John Ford   kkortjford@aol.com  
 








Captioning at New Life Church  
in Milton, Ontario, Canada 


 
- by Pat Gardiner, CSR, CRI 
 
When you have spent 26 years of your life sitting at a 
stenographer’s machine, taking down what is said in 
courtrooms, depositions, meetings, conventions, et 
cetera, one wonders how or if God could ever use the 
talent you possess.   
 


In 1996, after hearing a message entitled “Use What’s In Your Hand”, given by my 
pastor, Pastor Dan Rogge, at New Life Church in Milton, Ontario, Canada, I wondered 
if somehow there could be an opportunity to use my professional court reporting skills 
for God’s purposes. At the time I had just completed a short course on captioning, 
taking my court reporting skills a step further.  There is no denying God’s timing and 
how He prepares us for what the future holds. 
 
Some time later I shared with Pastor Dan what God was possibly speaking to my 
heart.  I didn’t know much about captioning at that time, but was willing to allow God to 
use me in whatever way he desired. 
 
After dreaming of ideas together, Pastor Dan and I realized that there was not one 
church in Canada meeting the need of reaching the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
Community through captioning church services.  No models, no mentors.  Oh, no!  The 
challenge was great, yet God proved so faithful and, as He began to open one door 
after another, I walked through each one, with the support and encouragement of my 
pastor.   
 
It wasn’t long before I found myself sitting in the front row of the sanctuary on Sunday 
morning, desperately trying on my steno machine to keep up with the rapid pace of the 
sermon.  Fast announcements were even more challenging, not to mention those 
sermons with the names of Old Testament personalities and places.  I just wanted to 
yell out, "Slow down!  And how do you spell ‘Nebuchadnezzar’, anyways?!”  
 
Despite initial challenges, though, the dream of a captioning ministry was beginning to 
unfold.  It was even profiled coast to coast on a television program, “100 Huntley 
Street”.  We were all excited at what God was doing!  Then, about a month after our 
television appearance, I began to feel numbness in two fingers on my left hand.  What 
was this all about?  Surely it will pass.   
 
But as time progressed and after months of medical visits and tests, I realized that this 
could very well be a permanent mark on my profession, and even more devastating, 
an end to the church captioning we had started.  Questioning God and His timing filled 







my days.  Why me?  Why now?  What about those who cannot hear and need to see 
those sermons on the screen?  If I can’t do it, who will? 
 
Once again, God came to the rescue!  All I did was share the dream with other 
professionals in the workplace, and God did the rest.  He spoke to their hearts and 
fueled the passion within them. One by one, captioners began to commit their time and 
talent to the work God had started at New Life. 
 
Looking back, I see that God’s hand was in each decision, circumstance and so called 
‘coincidence’.  I remember specifically praying for God to lead me to the people I 
should include, people that He was already preparing, and those whose lives would be 
touched by their involvement in this ministry. 
 
Today, at New Life Church, the captioning team consists of seven people, six 
captioners and myself as coordinator.  Denise Agard, Joanne Anderson, Phyllis Doel, 
Diane LeBlanc, Caroline Sebastian, and Terry Wood are the captioners, and they are 
the ‘cream of the crop’!  We all come from different backgrounds – Anglican, Baptist, 
Catholic, Jewish, Lutheran, Pentecostal, and United.  Religious walls have come down 
and, together, we are a team with a vision that all people with a hearing loss will be 
able to attend a church service and ‘hear’ what is being said. 
 
Our ministry has grown and now includes captioning New Life’s Easter plays and then 
sending the captioned videos to several countries around the world.  It also involves 
writing articles, encouraging and teaching reporters how to provide CART/captioning 
for their churches.  We have appeared on television, and have spoken as a guest 
speaker at various functions. 
 
How the captioning works at New Life Church: 
 
As Pastor Dan is speaking, the captioner takes down his words on a steno machine.  
The code from the steno machine is then translated into English, and the English and 
live video are put up on two television monitors for at least half of the congregation to 
see, including people that are Deaf, deafened, and hard of hearing. The 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday service at New Life is captioned, and we caption special events such as 
Easter plays and Kids’ Choir musicals. 
 
For more information please contact: 
 
The Captioning Team 
c/o Pat Gardiner, CSR, CRI 
Captioning Coordinator, New Life Church 
824 Thompson Road South 
Milton, Ontario, Canada, L9T 2X5 
Phone:  (905) 878-3358  Fax:  (905) 878-2820 
E-mail: info@captioningtheword.com Web site: http://www.captioningtheword.com 





